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Abstract
Value bundles as customer-focused combination of physical products, services and intangible assets are getting more and more strategic offerings for companies. Using value bundles as differentiation strategy leads to a significant integration of customer processes in existing business processes on the company side and to complex processes on the supplier side. The task for the offering company to find the best suppliers suitable for the offering is challenging. Regarding especially the intangible assets of value bundles there is a need for relevant information from the potential suppliers. Digital social networks like online communities, blogs or wikis might be a place to find some of these information. With this background the question arises in which way digital social networks may influence procurement processes when dealing with value bundles. To answer this question different forms of digital social network are investigated and evaluated. The evaluation leads to recommendations how to use digital social networks for the enhancement of procurement processes for value bundles in a supply network.

Motivation
Value bundles are a key factor for innovation in the offer of companies. They represent a strategically important way to differentiate themselves from the competitor [1]. Value bundles are a combination of physical products and intangible services with the aim to solve a specific customer problem [2]. This innovative approach, however, requires a paradigm shift both in the relationship with customers as well as in the relationship with suppliers that are needed for service generation. By the central aspect of the customer's problem as a trigger and the high degree of integration of the customer in the service production and delivery to form network structures that enable information, communication and power flow. Central here are supply networks. Supply networks consist of multiple independent suppliers, of which one of these suppliers is called a focal supplier. The focal supplier is the supplier who prepares the offer to the customer.

Recent developments show that especially in network structures with a focus on information and communication exchange between the stakeholders, social networks are very intense discussed. In the private environment, these networks are considered as already established. The question is whether social networking will lead to positive effects in the business environment. The central research question for this paper is: how do social networks influence the development of supplier relationships in the business environment? Is there a positive influence in order to strengthen the innovative power of enterprise in a sustainable way? Therefore existing implementation forms of digital social networks are investigated on their properties and placed in the context of operational supplier development.

The paper is structured as follows: in Chapter 2, the current state of research on the subject digital social networks, strategic sourcing and value bundles is presented on the basis of a literature study. In Chapter 3, a benefit assessment of various implementation forms of digital social networks will be discussed in the context of supplier relationship development. For this purpose of comparison framework is derived on the basis of certain characteristics from supplier-related tasks. These characteristics allow for a structured comparison of the objects [3]. Chapter 4 gives a summary and outlines future research needs.

State of the art
Social networks and web 2.0
Social networks have a long tradition in the sociopolitical sense. The human need to form a community and interact in this community, forms the basis of what is observed today in terms of Web 2.0 technologies as digital social networks. The number of users of social networks in Germany stood according to a comScore study on approximately 23.5 million subscribers in January 2009, representing an increase over the January 2008 to 36% [4]. The use of social networks in the private environment can be classified as well established due to the number of users. In a business environment the usage of social networks are not well establish yet. Social networks may serve as a communication platform between the customer and the offering organizations in a business environment. This can be used as an information platform [5], increasing the transparency for the customers who use these networks to market monitoring and to enable the customer to actively participate in improvements and trends [6]. Thus, digital social networks make a
significant contribution to the innovation of future offerings.

There is a need to take a closer look at the term “digital social network”. In the current literature the meaning of “digital social networks” is not used consistently. Despite the different meanings and denotation there is one aspect common in every discussion of digital social networks: these networks can be seen as a special form of community where the interaction between the participants of the community are supported by a technical platform and the internet as communication media. Aim of the community is a common goal or interest. In this paper we follow the definition according to [7] where a digital social network is a form of web-based services for individuals to realize public or semi-public profiles together with a list of connections to other users and the possibility to parse these connections within the system. Digital social networks exist in various forms such as XING (business network), Facebook (private network), blogs (online journals) and wikis (like Wikipedia), social bookmarking (Internet bookmarks like Mr. Wong) or video portals such as YouTube. Studies show that in the business environment especially business networks, wikis and blogs have a high potential to enhance the communication between business partners [6].

**Value bundles**

In general, value bundles are a combination of physical products, services and intangible assets like guaranties or accrued rights. Depending on the degree of occurrence value bundles can be subdivided in four elements: standard physical products and service as well as customer specific products and services. The cut off between these four elements is not dichotomous but the transitions between the elements are linear in the way that there are multiple options in combining different elements to value bundles.

One central point of the concept of value bundles is that the starting point for the service provision is not the single service but the customers need to solve a problem [2,8]. Therefore the focus of all modeling concerning value bundles is the customer point of view. In summary a value bundle is a specific combination of physical products, services and intangible assets aligned on customer needs (Fig. 1).

Integration is a key component of value bundles. This integration means not only the bundling of products and services under a combined solution, but also the process of integration to customer and supplier side [9]. The degree of integration in value bundles bundles is variable [10]. For example, there are business models such as performance contracting, where the supply of the value bundle consists of a variety of service agreement to provide a particular service [11].

Value bundles may change their composition during their product life cycle. Product life cycle can be separated in three stages: product construction, product utilization and follow up use [12]. In the first section product construction focus is on identifying, evaluate and establish relationships between the relevant suppliers for the value bundle. In the section of product utilization the attention is drawn on the interaction between the suppliers and the customer, to keep up service agreements and further intangible assets. There is also a need to identify risks in order to fulfill the requirements the customer has on the value bundle. In the follow up use the main concern is on getting the value bundle out of use in an appropriate way or the manage substitution with new value bundles (Tab. I).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Life Cycle section</th>
<th>Focus area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Product construction</td>
<td>Supplier identification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Supplier evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Supplier selection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product utilization</td>
<td>Supplier interaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Customer interaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Risk Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follow up use</td>
<td>Decomposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Substitution</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Product life cycle section and corresponding focus area

**Strategic supply networks for value bundles**

The strategic importance of the procurement function is widely recognized [13–15]. This is reflected especially in the consideration of the value volume, which shows in some cases up to 80% of the gross production [16]. Due to this high percentage, the procurement function serves to realize competitive advantage [17–19]. These
competitive advantages can be seen not only in the markets. The increased focus on core competencies and the concomitant specialization of suppliers leads to a market shift: consumer markets are getting more and more seller markets [20]. Therefore all efforts lead to the improvement of the competitive situation of the procuring company and the respective suppliers [21].

The responsibilities of the procurement function are the three areas of market, suppliers and the company itself classified [22–24]. In the course of this paper focus is on the consideration of the supplier-related tasks, which include essentially methods for identification, selection and qualification of potential suppliers. There exist several forms to establish the realization of value bundles. Possible forms for the realization of value bundles are a hierarchical form, a market form and a form of cooperation [25]. The establishment of a close cooperation between different suppliers is done in terms of network interconnection [26]. This possibility leads to the establishment of supply networks for value bundles. Supply networks consist of several independent suppliers, whereas one of these suppliers holds a special position as the focal supplier. This focal supplier is in the commercial contact with the customer (Figure 2) and organizes all aspects of the value bundle in the supply network. All other suppliers are directly or indirectly, i.e. via another supplier, connected with the focal supplier. The main focus of this organization is the coupling of business processes of the participating companies and is therefore a valuable way to organize value bundles [27].

Reiss and Präuer [28] show in an empirical study, that the cooperative organizational forms, such as strategic value-added partnerships, networks and cross-company project-orientated cooperation are the most suitable organization forms to offer value bundles. Because of the high dynamic customer orientated variations of value bundles they cannot produce as bulk goods so the network must be created by the offering company at the beginning of the manufacturing process. But this means also that a value-added network maybe cannot be used for another value bundle. The cooperating companies have to join forces in dynamic networks that can be configured according to requirements of a specific value bundle at its added-value processes (fig. 3).

For the purposes of strategic supply networks value bundles are such bundles, which are composed of components that come from several different suppliers.

**Web 2.0 and procurement – a structured comparison**

In the following section we establish a framework for a structured comparison of different realization forms of digital social networks in the context of value bundles.

**Framework identification**

As we mentioned before we focus on the supplier-related tasks of the procurement function. Therefore we consider the subfunctions supplier identification, supplier selection and supplier qualification (fig. 4). To identify relevant aspects for the framework a literature review is made in the area of logistics, procurement and social networks and the corresponding synonyms. All domain-specific journals and conference proceedings were taken into account. Central question for the literature review was the identification of issues in the subfunctions of the supplier-related tasks of the procurement which are predestinated to be supported by certain information systems. We considered mainly these tasks which are in the scientific discussion from the procurement point of view and from the Web 2.0 point of view.

From the results of this literature review the following framework is extracted.

 Supplier identification is used to identify vendors on a market who offer the required procurement object, i.e. a material, a service or an intangible asset for the value bundle. For this a certain market has to be defined and it must be possible to search for potential suppliers for the required object [29]. For an efficient identification of suppliers it is preferable that they can provide specific information e.g. self-information which may be accessed by the specific search possibilities [30]. A
third aspect in supplier identification is the use of standards in the search process. Standards may be used to clarify the search to comparable results. Main focus would be on the supprt of product and classification standards e.g. ecl@ass [31] of BMECat [32].

Supplier selection covers different activities: first the potential suppliers have to be analysed and rated. Sometimes it is necessary to add additional information to the first results of the search because the potential suppliers do not provide enough self-information to make a rating. The additional information may be collected long-term aspects of by audits and have to be integrated in the rating process [33]. Second, for rating porpoises it would be beneficial to use existing ratings for the supplier to integrate them into a new ranking or to compare the existing ranking with the new ranking[34].

Supplier qualification follows as third step and leads to the long-term aspects of the supplier-buyer relationship. After the selection of relevant suppliers there is a need to maintain and develop the supplier-buyer relationship for prospective issues. In literature these activities can be found under the term supplier relationship management [35]. To realize this it must be possible to keep up the information link between supplier and buyer to exchange business information. Secondly, information update e.g. change of company information or change in the offerings should be able to communicate between buyers and suppliers in an efficient way. Third, to establish long-term relationships is it necessary to exchange more specific information which may not be seen by other partners in the supply chain. Therefore it should be possible to establish some kind of closed environment to exchange sensitive information [6].

To summarize the result eight characteristics in three areas have been identified (fig. 5).

Figure 5: Characteristics of supplier-related procurement tasks

Framework application

We used the derived framework to evaluate the influence of certain Web 2.0 implementation forms on the procurement process for value bundles. It is assumed that the procurement takes place in a collaborative network environment. The focal supplier may reach every member on the supply market via a network connection. The summary of these network connection stays for the supply network. Every member of the supply network is connected by an appropriate connection to the supply network. It is furthermore assumed that the focal supplier offers a complex value bundles which may be divided in several modules. Every module might be a physical good, a service component ore again a value bundle which might be divided in modules again. The suppliers in the supply network are able to deliver physical goods, services and value bundle to the focal supplier. These delivered modules are combined to the offering from the focal supplier. The following comparison identifies the influence of different digital social network implementation in the described scenario.

Table 2 shows a benefit assessment of three different digital social networks on the strategic development of supply networks. According to [6] we examined business networks, wikis and blog, as these three implementation forms can already be regarded as accepted in a BTB environment.

We used a metric classification in the form: + + (very likely), + (limited use), 0 (neutral), - (less likely), -- (inapplicable).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Business Networks</th>
<th>Wikis</th>
<th>Blogs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Supplier identification</td>
<td>Search capabilities</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Integration of self-information</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Usage of classification standards</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplier selection</td>
<td>Integration of additional information</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Integration of external rating information</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplier qualification</td>
<td>Maintaining linkage</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Distribution of information updates</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Establishment of closed groups</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Benefit assessment of digital social networks for strategic supply networks for value bundles

In the compilation can be seen that, in particular Business Networks offer a high potential in all three areas of procurement process, with emphasis on the identification of suppliers. This can be illustrated by the following example. We regard business cards as an example for a value bundle. Business cards may be
composed in the modules services (design, consulting, shipment), physical goods (paper, color, print) and intangible assets (rights for certain pictures or a special typeface). As this study was done in Germany we have to use the german word “Visitenkarten” instead business card for the example. All the following numbers were created in July 2010. Search for “Visitenkarten” in google search engine delivers approximately 1.8 mio. results, unable to separate the relevant results. Search for “Visitenkarten” in one of the leading business catalogue for suppliers “wer-liefert-was” delivers 2.657 results, also with no option to get more information about the potential supplier. We made the same search in XING (www.xing.com), a common business network, and derived approximately 300 results. But beyond that we get to every result additional information about references (who trusts this supplier) and we can see how the linkage is to the potential supplier. Therefore we can decide whether we will take this supplier into account for selection or not. We can see a similar result by trying the same search on Facebook (www.facebook.com), which is mainly a social network for personal belongings [36]. But the search for “Visitenkarten” leads to six pages and 76 groups where it would be possible to identify potential suppliers with additional information provided by Facebook. In summary we can see that business networks may enhance the identification of potential suppliers significant. Other studies also show that the proportion of partnerships that have a personal contact as a background is a substantial proportion of all business collaborations [37]. The positive effect of social networks in the identification of potential suppliers continues in subsequent phases of the selection and qualification. It is observed that these business relationships are equipped with increased confidence [38], which influence the negotiations for the conclusion of the cooperation and development in the course of a business substantially positive.

Wikis seems to have only a limited contribution to the enhancement of supply networks for value bundles. Wikis are easy to use for the creation of information and also there are some search capabilities to identify information [39]. The general concept of a wiki is an open platform with a self organization of the content. This might be used to display information to identify and select potential suppliers But restrictions like uncertain quality of information and the risk of following different goals [39] leads to the rating that at the current stage wiki are no significant factor for supplier identification and supplier selection. But it seems that wiki may have a relevant input in the qualification of suppliers in the following sense. Despite the problems wiki have in the open context they might be useful in a closed context. Wikis are used mainly by existing partners to establish a knowledge exchange. In this context the partners have a common goal e.g. exchange of relevant product and service information. For such a purpose wikis are easily to use because of their architecture [40]. This may lead to shortened learning curves, and wikis may be used to document information about ongoing and completed operations and to make them accessible. Especially the accumulation of this knowledge capital among stakeholders leads to a commitment of the recipient correlated to the likelihood of how the information can contribute to business success [41]. Thus, this liability can be used to optimize business relationships. In the identification as well as in the selection of suppliers is through the use of wikis to expect any significant improvement in network modeling, because there is still no business and therefore not a common use of such technology usually takes place.

Blogs offer similar to Business Networks the opportunity to take place in all areas of supplier development for a positive impact on the process, with emphasis is on the qualifications of existing relationships. Blogs are usually written by individuals or groups on specific topics and offer a great way to communicate specific information on some areas. These can be used to improve communication with existing relationships easily and efficiently [42]. Since blogs are usually accessible even for organizations that are still in any business, this place also is a way to either identify new suppliers via a search or to act as a supporting tool in the selection of suppliers. Despite these positive aspects in a practical environment blogs play no significant role in the procure process. By getting back to the search example, searching for “Visitenkarten” in the google search engine leads not to result in the first 500 results coming from blogs. This hold true also for other search examples. This leads to the rating that blog are a suitable way to display information but the information in blogs is not yet easy accessible by standard mechanism like google search. Therefore a suitable integration of blog content into relevant information systems for procurement seems to be a valuable issue to address in further steps.

**Summary and outlook**

Aim of this paper was to answer the question whether digital social networks can act as an innovator in the modeling of strategic supply relationships of companies with focus on value bundles. To answer the question a comparison framework was established. This framework uses eight characteristics in three areas to give the possibility for a structured comparison. Three different implementation form of digital social networks which were relevant to the business field of supplier-side procurement tasks were analyzed by the derived framework. It could be noted in particular that business networks provide a way to achieve a substantial improvement in the identification, selection and qualification of suppliers. Wikis and blogs can be used primarily to achieve a qualification in already existing relationships. Blogs also offer the possibility to
play a significant role in the improvement of the whole procurement process but there is a need for a better integration of blog content in relevant information systems like search engines or erp systems. These results can be used to by companies that offer value bundles to achieve an improvement in the supply situation, which in turn can be potential for new innovations.

About these results addition, further research is needed. On the one hand there should be an empirical work on the current situation of companies in their procurement process whether they use digital social networks for supplier selection, identification and qualification and in which way. This might be done by a broad field study covering different aspects of the investigated objects. These results would give a good insight for future modeling aspects of supply networks. On the other hand it would be beneficial to investigate the integration of digital social network technologies in information systems e.g. enterprise resource planning systems or customer relationship management systems. This would lead to a discussion about efficient design and architecture of Web 2.0-enhanced information systems.
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